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Cocks-Ashby Model 
Cocks and Ashby derived the following equation for damage evolution assuming the 

dominant mechanism for void growth to be power-law creep [1,2]: 𝑑𝐷𝑑𝑡 = β𝜖 1(1 𝐷) (1 𝐷) 𝜎𝜎  (1)

Where D is the damage, namely, void volume fraction, β is a constant (~0.6), 𝜖  is a 
parameter that depends exponentially on temperature, 𝜎  is von Mises equivalent stress, 𝜎  is a scaling parameter for 𝜎 , and n is the power-law creep exponent (inverse of strain 
rate sensitivity). Integration of Eq. 1 yields the following solution: ln|(1 𝐷) 1| ln|(1 𝐷 ) 1| = (𝑛 + 1)𝜖 𝛽𝑡 (2)

Based on Eq. (2), assuming initial damage 𝐷  = 2 × 10−5 (same as the initial damage in 
MD), for different choices of power-law creep exponent n, along with the other parame-
ters, the resulting damage evolution is plotted in Fig. S1 as compared to MD results for 
single-crystal Ta along [001] orientation. Cocks-Ashby model predicts a gradual increase 
in damage accumulation until D reaches ~0.1, and then rises exponentially and instantly 
[3]. This is rather different from the trend calculated by MD simulations that show a 
steady increase in the void volume fraction following an initial exponential growth.  

  

Figure S1. Damage (void volume fraction) evolution based on Cocks-Ashby model with different 
choices of n, as compared to MD results for [001] single-crystal Ta. For the sake of comparison 
with MD, the starting time is set at 36 ps for both model. This is also void nucleation time in MD. 
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Meyer-JMAK Treatment   
Meyers et al. proposed a void growth kinetics based on Curran-Seaman-Shockey 

(CSS) theory [4,5] and Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equations [3,6-10], re-
ferred to as Meyer-JMAK treatment here. For intergranular void nucleation and growth, 
they derived the following equation for damage evolution, assuming exponential depend-
ence of void nucleation rate on tensile stress and exponential increase of void growth rate 
with time: 𝐷 = 1 exp 43 𝜋𝑁 𝑒 𝑘 𝜙(𝑡)  (3)

And 𝑘 =  𝜎 𝜎4𝜂  (4)

𝜙(𝑡) =  13𝑘 29𝑘 + 𝑒 (𝑡 𝑡𝑘 + 2𝑡3𝑘 29𝑘 )  (5)

where 𝜎 is the tensile stress, 𝜎  is the void nucleation threshold, 𝜎  is the void growth 
threshold, 𝑁  is base void nucleation rate, 𝜂 is material viscosity, and 𝜎  is a parameter 
that dictates the exponential dependence of void nucleation rate upon stress. With the 
choice of the following parameters: 𝜎 = 10 GPa, 𝜎  = 8 GPa,  𝜎  = 0.2 GPa,  𝜎  = 5 GPa, 
and by varying base void nucleation rate 𝑁 , the damage evolution as plotted in Fig. S2 
suggests an ever-increasing void growth rate as 𝑘 needs always to be positive, and Eq. (4) 
only yields meaningful results under such condition. As such, the Meyer-JMAK treatment 
can describe void nucleation and growth quite well, for example, the predicted evolution 
matches well with that of MD at 𝑁  = 7 x 10−7 m−3 s−1 till ~ 45 ps, after which coalescence 
becomes significant and results in disparity with MD results. Such behavior is similar to 
the original NAG model, as they both are based on Curran-Seaman-Shockey (CSS) theory. 
Different choices of the other parameters do not alter the shape of the curve in Fig. S2. 

 

Figure S2. Damage (void volume fraction) evolution based on Meyer-JMAK treatment, with dif-
ferent choices of 𝑁 , as compared to MD results for [001] single-crystal Ta. 

Critical void volume fraction prior to coalescence  
First, using a simple analysis, we show that void coalescence inevitably takes place 

when void volume fraction reaches ~0.15, assuming a homogenous distribution of voids. 
Assume N spherical voids of a radius R distributed homogeneously in the system with a 
volume of V, the total volume of voids is then: 𝑉 = 𝑁 ∗ 43 𝜋𝑅  (6)
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Previously, Seppala et al. have observed that if one assumes void coalescence is ini-
tiated through the interaction of the plastic field of neighboring voids (which holds for 
Ta), then this interaction would cause the voids to grow in an anisotropic manner prior to 
final coalescence. By studying the growth of a two-void system in Cu (with the same ra-
dius R), they found that regardless of strain rate, when the separation between the void 
surfaces 𝑅  reaches R, the voids start growing in an anisotropic manner, which then leads 
to void coalescence in one orientation [11]. Assuming that this criterion holds for Ta as 
well, in the extreme case of full occupation of voids ,with a void surface separation of 𝑅 , 
in the entire system, the total volume occupied by the voids 𝑉  is then: 𝑉 = 𝑁 ∗ 2 ∗ 𝑅 + 𝑅2  (7)

Void coalescence is dominant when 𝑉 = 𝑉. Combining the above two equations, 
then the critical void volume fraction 𝐷  is: 

𝐷 = 𝑉𝑉 = 𝑁 ∗ 43 𝜋𝑅𝑁 ∗ 2 ∗ (𝑅 + 𝑅2 )  (8)

Assuming 𝑅 = 𝑅, and substituting it into the above equation, one obtains 𝐷 = = 0.155. This critical volume fraction is very close to the value (0.15) [12]. 
In the case of [001] single-crystal Ta, such a critical void volume fraction is reached 

at a time of ~48 ps. However, due to the inhomogeneous nature of void nucleation in Ta 
(due to extensive dislocation slip and twinning activity), void coalescence is expected to 
set in and contribute before the critical void volume fraction is reached. Thus, it is neces-
sary to incorporate void coalescence explicitly in the damage model to not only represent 
the MD data but also to capture the three stages of damage: nucleation, growth and coa-
lescence.  

Microstructure Evolution 
The snapshots of the [001] single-crystal Ta during SI, SII and SIII are shown in Fig. 

S3. The number density of voids peak at 42.6 ps (end of SI) is shown in Fig. S3a. At this 
stage, despite a high number density of voids, most of the voids are isolated and remain 
small in size. The nucleated voids grow significantly under the high tensile stress in the 
system, as shown in in Fig. S3b at 45 ps (SII). The continual growth of existing voids as 
shown in Fig. S3c at 48 ps (end of SII) results in voids coming into contact with each other 
and eventually coalesce. Such coalescence results in the final spall plane as shown in Fig. 
S3d at 60 ps (SIII), where most of the voids in the spall region coalesce into one, resulting 
in the fracture of the system.  

(a)     (b)  

(c)     (d)  

Figure S3. Snapshots of [001] single-crystal Ta at different times: (a) 42.6 ps, (b) 45 ps, (c) 48 ps, (d) 60 ps. The atoms are 
colored based on centrosymmetry parameters. 
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Effects of time step ∆𝐭 
To investigate the effect of time step ∆t during MD simulations on the above results, 

the MNAG model is integrated at a time step of 0.002 ps, 0.02 ps, 0.2 ps and 2 ps for a time 
period of 1000 ps for [001] single-crystal Ta. The resulting evolution of number density 
and volume fraction of voids are plotted in Fig. S4. The overall void evolution is very 
similar for a time step of 0.002 ps, 0.02 ps and 0.2 ps. However, a slight deviation is ob-
served when the time step is increased to 2 ps. As a result, a choice of 0.2 ps for the time 
step in this work is small enough to achieve convergence. 

. 

Figure S4. Evolution of number density and volume fraction of voids for [001] single-crystal Ta 
based on MNAG model over a period of 1000 ps for time steps varying from 0.002 ps to 2 ps. 
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